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Abstract
Many important questions about a model cannot be answered just explaining how
much each feature contributes its output. To answer a broader set of questions,
we generalize a popular, mathematically well-grounded explanation technique,
Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP). Our new method - Generalized Shapley
Additive Explanations (G-SHAP) - produces many additional types of explanations
including: 1) General classification explanations; Why is this sample more likely
to belong to one class rather than another? 2) Intergroup differences; Why do our
model’s predictions differ between groups of observations? 3) Model failure; Why
does our model perform poorly on a given sample? We formally define these types
of explanations and illustrate their practical use on real data.
∗Dillon Bowen is credited with the original concept, code, data analysis, and initial paper draft. Lyle
Ungar is credited with contributions to the draft and mathematical notation. Documentation can be found at
https://dsbowen.github.io/gshap/.
Preprint. Under review.
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1 Introduction
It is increasingly important to explain how machine learning models work [1]. For example, machine
learning models are currently used to assess criminals’ risk of recidivism [2], assist in medical
diagnosis [3], and recruit employees [4]. Researchers have proposed a variety of methods to measure
which features most affect a model’s output [5, 6, 7]. However, many important questions about a
model cannot be answered just by measuring feature importance with respect to its output. Rather, we
need to measure feature importance with respect to some function of the model’s output. Considering
the following examples:
Example 1: General classification. Suppose we have a black-box model which diagnoses patients
with COVID-19, the flu, or the common cold based on their symptoms. Existing explanatory methods
can tell us why our model diagnosed a patient with COVID-19. However, medical practitioners,
public health officials, and patients may also want to know, why was this patient diagnosed with
COVID-19, rather than the flu? and how do the symptoms which distinguish COVID-19 from the flu
differ from those which distinguish COVID-19 from the common cold?. These ‘general classification
explanations’ are not provided by existing explainable AI methods.
Example 2: Intergroup differences. Suppose we have a black-box model which predicts a crim-
inal’s risk of recidivism to determine whether they are eligible for parole. Existing explanatory
methods can tell us why our model predicted that a criminal has a high recidivism risk. However,
lawyers and criminal justice policymakers may also want to know why our model predicts that Black
criminals generally have a higher recidivism risk than White criminals. These ‘intergroup difference
explanations’ are also not handled cleanly by existing feature importance methods.
Example 3: Model failure. Suppose we have a black-box model which forecasts GDP growth
based on macroeconomic variables. Existing explanatory methods can tell us why our model forecast
3% GDP growth in a given year. However, fiscal policymakers, financial analysts, and central bankers
may also want to know why our model failed to predict the 2008-2009 Great Recession. Such ‘model
failure’ explanations are also not cleanly provided by existing methods.
To answer these questions, we generalize a popular, mathematically well-grounded explanation
technique, Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP). Our new method - Generalized Shapley Additive
Explanations (G-SHAP) - produces three new types of explanations which current techniques do not
cleanly provide: general classification explanations, intergroup difference explanations, and model
failure explanations (see Table 1). We formally define these types of explanations and illustrate their
practical use on real data.
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Table 1: Types of explanations generated by G-SHAP
Explanation type General formulation
General classification
Question Let fc(xi) be the probability that observation xi belongs to class c
according to model f . Why are the observations in set X more likely to
belong to a positive class c ∈ C+ than a negative class c ∈ C−?
g(f,X,Ω)
∏
i
∑
c∈C+ fc(xi)∏
i
∑
c∈C+ fc(xi)+
∏
i
∑
c∈C− fc(xi)
Ω {C+, C−}
Explanation Let PrX [PrZ] be the probability that every observation in set X [the
background set Z] belongs to a positive class rather than a negative class.
φjg is the number of percentage points of this difference PrX − PrZ
explained by feature j.
Intergroup differences
Question Why is there a difference d between the model output for X0 ⊆ X and
the model output for X1 ⊆ X?
g(f,X,Ω) d(Exi∈X0 [f(xi)], Exi∈X1 [f(xi)])
Ω {X0, X1}
Explanation φjg is the amount of the intergroup difference explained by feature j.
Model failure
Question Why did our model perform poorly on a set of observations X with
labels y, as measured by loss function L?
g(f,X,Ω) L(f,X, y)
Ω {y}
Explanation Let L(f,X, y) [L(f, Z, y)] be the loss over a set of observations X [the
background set Z]. φjg is the amount of this difference L(f,X, y) −
L(f, Z, y) explained by feature j.
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2 Generalized Shapley Additive Explanations
Researchers have proposed several methods to measure which features most affect a model’s output
[5, 6, 7]. Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP), derived from Shapley values in game theory [8, 9],
is a popular and mathematically well-grounded example of a feature importance measure [10, 6].
According to SHAP, the importance of feature j for the output of model f , φj(f), is a weighted sum
of the feature’s contribution to the model’s output f(xi) over all possible feature combinations [11]:
φj(f) =
∑
S⊆{x1,...,xp}\{xj}
|S|!(p− |S| − 1)!
p!
(
f(S ∪ {xj})− f(S)) (1)
Where xj is feature j, S is a subset of features, and p is the number of features in the model.
In practice, f(S) is estimated by substituting in values for the remaining features, {x1, . . . , xp} \ S,
from a randomly selected observation in a background dataset z ∈ Z. Suppose we compute the
model output for an observation f(xi) and a background observation f(z). Each SHAP value φj is
the amount of this difference f(xi)− f(z) due to feature j.
Shapley feature importance measures have many practical applications. These applications include
using SHAP to identify patient risk factors in tree-based medical diagnostic models [12] and determine
which features of satellite images are most important in generating poverty maps [13]. Some
researchers have modified Shapley values for specific use cases. For example, [14] uses counterfactual-
adjusted Shapley values for attributing sales to advertisements, and [15] uses a Shapley variant to
measure which features lead deep neural networks to be ‘confident’ in their output.
Here we present a unifying framework for SHAP and its variants; Generalized Shapley Additive
Explanations (G-SHAP). G-SHAP allows us to compute the feature importance of any function g of
a model’s output. Define a G-SHAP value φjg(f) as:
φjg(f) =
∑
S⊆{x1,...,xp}\{xj}
|S|!(p− |S| − 1)!
p!
(
g(f, S ∪ {xj},Ω)− g(f, S,Ω)) (2)
Where Ω is a set of additional arguments.
G-SHAP values have a similar interpretation as SHAP values. Suppose we compute a function of a
model’s output for a sample g(f,X,Ω) and a background dataset g(f, Z,Ω). Each G-SHAP value
φjg is the amount of this difference g(f,X,Ω)− g(f, Z,Ω) due to feature j.
In the following sections, we demonstrate how to use G-SHAP, along with select generalized
functions g, to produce three new types of explanations not provided by existing techniques: general
classification explanations, intergroup difference explanations, and model failure explanations.
3 General classification explanations
Example. In this example, we ask how the features which distinguish Versicolour from Setosa irises
compare to those which distinguish Versicolour from Virginica irises. (This is analogous to asking
how the symptoms which distinguish COVID-19 from the flu compare to those which distinguish
COVID-19 from the common cold; however, a sufficient COVID-19 dataset is not publicly available.)
We find that petal length is the most important feature. Additionally, petal length is relatively less
important, and sepal length relatively more important, for distinguishing Versicolour from Setosa (as
opposed to distinguishing Versicolour from Virginia).
General formulation. More generally, let fc(xi) be the probability that observation xi belongs
to class c ∈ C according to model f . Let C+ ⊂ C be a set of ‘positive classes’ and C− ⊂ C be a
set of ‘negative classes’. For a single observation xi, we can ask why our model predicts it comes
from a positive class rather than a negative class. For a randomly selected set of observations X from
positive classes, we can ask which features best distinguish observations which belong to positive
classes from observations which belong to negative classes. Here, the positive class is Versicolour,
and the negative class is Setosa or Virginica.
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Table 2: Comparing Versicolour sample X to background data Z in terms of g
Comparison
Versicolour-Setosa Versicolour-Virginica
g(f,X,Ω) 1.00 1.00
g(f, Z,Ω) 0.65 0.42
g(f,X,Ω)− g(f, Z,Ω) 0.35 0.58
Model. We train Scikit-learn’s support vector classifier with default settings on the Scikit-learn iris
dataset (n = 150), using a 75%-25% train-test split [16]. The purpose of this dataset is to predict an
iris’s species (Versicolour, Setosa, or Virginica) based on its petal length, petal width, sepal length,
and sepal width. Our classifier achieves 97% test accuracy.
G-SHAP values. We compute the G-SHAP values, where g measures the probability that every
observation in set X belongs to a positive class given that every observation belongs to a positive
class or every observation belongs to a negative class.
g(f,X,Ω) =
∏
i
∑
c∈C+ fc(xi)∏
i
∑
c∈C+ fc(xi) +
∏
i
∑
c∈C− fc(xi)
(3)
Where the additional arguments to g are the sets of positive and negative classes; Ω = {C+, C−}.
Note that traditional SHAP values are a specific instance of g(f,X,Ω) in which set X con-
tains a single observation xi, the set of positive classes is the model’s classification of xi;
C+ = {arg maxc∈C fc(xi)}, and the negative classes are the complement of the positive classes
C− = C \ C+. Also note that, while our generalized function g(f,X,Ω) uses only two subsets of
classes, C+ and C−, it easily extends to accommodate any number of subsets.
In our example, g measures the probability that every iris in this sample is a Versicolour, given that
every iris in this sample is a Versicolour or every iris in this sample is a Setosa. Specifically, the set
of positive classes C+ is {Versicolour}, and the set of negative classes C− is {Setosa}.
g(f,X,Ω) =
∏
i fVersicolour(xi)∏
i fVersicolour(xi) +
∏
i fSetosa(xi)
(4)
Similarly, to discover which features distinguish Versicolour from Virginica, C− is {Virginica}. As
before, C+ = {Versicolour}.
Interpretation. To discover which features distinguish Versicolour from Setosa or Virginica, our
set of observations X is a random sample of test observations classified as Versicolour (Figure 1).
Note that our analysis will not work if X contains a mixture of iris species. Intuitively, we are asking
what features lead our model to believe that X contains only Versicolour irises. If X contains a
mixture of iris species, the G-SHAP values will be 0 for all features, indicating that our model does
not believe X contains only Versicolour irises.
For interpretation, we compare our Versicolour sample X to a background dataset Z (the shuffled
training data) in terms of g. For the Versicolour-Setosa comparison, our support vector classifier
correctly predicts a 100% chance that our sample contains only Versicolour, as opposed to only Setosa
(see Table 2). It also predicts a 65% chance that our background dataset contains only Versicolour,
as opposed to only Setosa. Each G-SHAP value φjg is the number of percentage points of this
difference (35 percentage points) explained by feature j. We interpret the G-SHAP values for the
Versicolour-Virginica comparison similarly.
For general classification explanations more broadly, our model predicts that each observation in
our sample belongs to a positive class, rather than a negative class, with probability PrX . It also
predicts that each observation in the background dataset comes from a positive class, rather than a
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Figure 1: Plot of iris sepal length and petal length by species. Our sample Versicolour irises are
highlighted in red.
negative class, with probability PrZ . Each G-SHAP value φjg is the number of percentage points of
this difference PrX − PrZ explained by feature j.
Results. We plot our results in Figure 2, normalizing the G-SHAP values to sum to 1 for both
comparisons (Versicolour-Setosa and Versicolour-Virginica). We find that petal length is the most
important feature. Additionally, petal length is relatively less important, and sepal length relatively
more important, for distinguishing Versicolour from Setosa (as opposed to distinguishing Versicolour
from Virginia).
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Figure 2: Normalized G-SHAP values for distinguishing Versicolour from Setosa (blue) and Ver-
sicolour from Virginica (orange). Note that petal length is relatively more important for the latter
distinction, and sepal width relatively more important for the former.
4 Intergroup differences
Related work. Machine learning models are often used to study intergroup differences. For
example, [12] describes a method to identify groups which differ in feature importances with respect
to a model’s output. The method begins by computing feature importances with respect to a model’s
output using SHAP, then clusters observations in a feature importance embedding space. By contrast,
we present a method to identify features which explain why a model’s output differs between groups.
Our method begins with groups of observations for which a model makes different predictions, then
computes feature importances with respect to the difference.
Example. In this example, we create a model to predict whether a criminal will recidivate within
two years of release. We find that our model predicts higher recidivism rates for Black criminals
than for White criminals, then use G-SHAP to identify which features are most responsible for this
difference. We find that prior convictions, age, and race are the most important variables.
General formulation. More generally, suppose we have two groups of observations, X0 ⊆ X and
X1 ⊆ X , and a measure d of how different our model output is between groups. We can ask why
our model makes different predictions for different groups. Here, groups X0 and X1 are White and
Black criminals respectively, the model output is a classification which indicates that a criminal will
recidivate within two years, and the difference measure is the relative difference in recidivism rates.
Model. We train Scikit-learn’s support vector classifier [16] with default settings on the Correctional
Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions dataset [17], selecting only Black and
White criminals (nBlack = 3565, nWhite = 1904), using a 75%-25% train-test split. The purpose
of this dataset is to predict whether a criminal will recidivate within two years of release based
on demographic information and criminal history. Our classifier achieves 68% test accuracy. The
predicted recidivism rate is 63% higher for Black criminals (65%) than for White criminals (40%)
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Difference in predicted recidivism rates between White and Black criminals.
Figure 4: Plot of the correlations of all variables in our dataset with race (Black) and two-year
recidivism.
Figure 4 plots the correlations of all variables in our dataset with race (Black) and two-year recidivism.
Visually, it is unclear which variables lead our model to believe that Black criminals are at higher risk
for recidivism.
G-SHAP values. We compute the G-SHAP values, where g measures the difference in model
outputs between groups. In this case, d is the relative difference between group means. Intuitively,
this measures the relative difference in predicted recidivism rates between Black and White criminals.
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Figure 5: G-SHAP values for why our model predicts higher recidivism rates for Black criminals
than for White criminals.
In the binary case, relative mean difference is known as disparate impacts in the algorithm fairness
literature [18].
g(f,X,Ω) = d(Ex∈X0 [f(x)], Ex∈X1 [f(x)]) =
n−1Black
∑
xi∈XBlack 1(f(xi) = Recidivate)
n−1White
∑
xi∈XWhite 1(f(xi) = Recidivate)
− 1 (5)
Where additional arguments to g indicate group membership; Ω = {X0, X1}.
Although we express the intergroup difference measure as a function of group means, our method
easily extends to intergroup difference measures more generally; for example, a difference between
group medians or a Wasserstein distance between sample distributions.
Interpretation. For interpretation, we compare our test data X to a background dataset Z (the
shuffled training data) in terms of g. Consistent with our previous result, the relative difference in
predicted recidivism rates is 63%. The relative difference for our shuffled background data is 0%
(because the background data are shuffled, the model has no way to statistically discriminate between
groups). Each G-SHAP value φjg is the number of percentage points of this difference (63 percentage
points) explained by feature j.
For intergroup difference explanations more broadly, our model predicts the distance between groups
is d(Ex∈X0 [f(x)], Ex∈X1 [f(x)]) for our sample, and 0 for the shuffled background data. Each
G-SHAP value φjg is the amount of this difference explained by feature j.
Results. We plot our results in Figure 5. This plot tells us which features explain the relative
difference in predicted recidivism rates between Black and White criminals. We see that the most
important features are number of prior convictions, age, and race.
5 Model failure
Related work. Models which perform well during training often perform poorly in real-world
applications. The ubiquity of this problem is reflected in recent efforts to make machine learning more
adaptable and robust. These efforts include transfer learning [19] and lifelong learning [20]. When,
however, our models fail, we demand to know why. In the wake of the 2008-2009 financial crisis, for
example, politicians, central bankers, and ordinary citizens demanded to know why economic models
failed to predict the most serious economic downturn since the Great Depression.
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Figure 6: GDP growth forecasts from 1975 to 2009. Our model was trained on years 1975-2007,
indicated by the red vertical line.
Example. In this example, we create a model to forecast GDP growth based on macroeconomic
variables, then ask why it fails to predict the 2008-2009 financial crisis. We find that a high volume
of real estate loans as a percent of GDP in 2007-2008 was detrimental to model performance.
General formulation. More generally, we can ask why our model performed poorly on sample X ,
as measured by loss function L. Here, our sample is the years 2008-2009, and our loss function is R2.
Model. We train a model on a GDP dataset with annual data, in which we produce 1-year ahead
GDP growth forecasts based on 6 macroeconomic variables: growth in government expenditure,
investment, consumption, exports, and imports, and real estate loans from commercial banks as a
percent of GDP [21]. Our model first uses principal components analysis to reduce our data to 5
dimensions, then applies a K-nearest neighbors algorithm with 4 neighbors [16]. The number of
principal components and neighbors were tuned using Scikit-learn’s grid search, training on data
from 1975-1990 and validating on data from 1991-2007. Our model achieves a validation R2 of
.26. Retraining the model on the full training dataset (1975-2007), we achieve a training R2 of .40.
However, our forecasts for 2008-2009 perform worse than chance: R2 = −3.13. From Figure 6, it is
clear that our model fails to forecast the financial crisis.
G-SHAP values. We compute the G-SHAP values, where g is a loss function. In our case, the loss
function is R2.
g(f,X,Ω) = L(f,X, y) = 1−
∑
t(%∆GDPt − f(xt−1))2∑
t(%∆GDPt −%∆GDP)2
(6)
Where additional arguments to g are the labels for X; Ω = {y}.
Interpretation. For interpretation, we make two comparisons. First, we compare the training data
Xtrain = {xt−1 : t = 1975...2007} to a background dataset Z (the shuffled training data) in terms
of g using training labels; ytrain = {%∆GDPt : t = 1975...2007}. Second, we compare the test
data Xtest = {xt−1 : t = 2008, 2009} to Z in terms of g using test labels; ytest = {%∆GDPt : t =
2008, 2009}. By making these two comparisons, we can see the extent to which feature j contributed
to model performance for the training data, and the extent to which feature j contributed to model
performance for the test data. If feature j’s contribution diminished between the training and test
data, we can conclude it was responsible for our model’s poor test performance. A negative G-SHAP
value indicates that feature j degraded performance.
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Table 3: Model performance for training (1975-2007) and test (2008-2009) data
Years
1975-2007 2008-2009
g(f,X,Ω) 0.40 -3.13
g(f, Z,Ω) -0.28 -3.94
g(f,X,Ω)− g(f, Z,Ω) 0.68 0.81
Figure 7: Normalized G-SHAP values for model performance on training data (1975-2007) and test
data (2008-2009). The model’s features 1-year lagged growth rates in government expenditure Gg,
investment Ig , consumption Cg , exports EXg , import IMg , and 1-year lagged real estate loans as a
percent of GDP RELoansPctGDP .
In the first comparison, our model’s R2 is .40 for the training data and -.28 for the background data
(see Table 3). Each G-SHAP value φjg is the amount of this difference (.68) explained by feature j.
We interpret the G-SHAP values for the test data comparison comparison similarly.
For model failure explanations more broadly, our model has a loss L(f,X, y) for our test sample
and L(f, Z, y) for the background data. Each G-SHAP value φjg is the amount of this difference
L(f,X, y)− L(f, Z, y) explained by feature j.
Results. We plot our results in Figure 7. This plot tells us which features contribute most to model
performance. Because the performance of the background dataset differs in terms of g when using
the training versus test labels, we normalize the G-SHAP values to sum to 1 in order to compare
performance. We see that real estate loans as a percent of GDP in 2007-2008 decreased the R2 of our
model’s 2008-2009 GDP growth forecast by 38%.
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6 Broader impact
It is increasingly important to explain how machine learning models work. Researchers have
proposed a variety of methods to measure which features most affect a model’s output. However,
many important questions about a model cannot be answered just by measuring feature importance
with respect to its output. Rather, we need to measure feature importance with respect to some
function of the model’s output. To answer this broader set of questions, we introduced Generalized
Shapley Additive Explanations (G-SHAP) to compute generalized feature importances.
Explainability techniques such as G-SHAP may have negative impacts. For example, increased model
transparency could exacerbate the threat of adversarial attacks. It is also possible that certain types of
explanations, such as model failure explanations, could decrease user trust in reliable algorithms by
drawing attention to rare errors.
G-SHAP also has significant potential for positive impacts. We illustrated these impacts by discussing
three paradigmatic applications of G-SHAP: explaining general classification differences to improve
transparency in medical diagnosis, explaining intergroup differences to detect potential sources of
bias in models, and explaining model failure to predict a crisis in economic forecasting. Researchers
and practitioners can easily extend our method to measure feature importance with respect to other
generalized functions. We hope and expect that G-SHAP will provide a clean, principled way to
measure feature importance for the purpose of improving algorithmic transparency, fairness, and
performance.
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